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The military in the former Yugoslavia is at the end of a long period of restrictions. The war, a central feature of the postwar German mental landscape, is supposed to be something of the past. The precision" of the air strikes and the systematic attempt to minimize civilian casualties perform an important legitimizing function. They mean the renunciation of the kind of total warfare which determined the physiognomy of the century now coming to a close. But even those of us who are only partial participants, serviced by evening television coverage of the conflict in Kosovo, are aware that the Yugoslav population suffering under the air attacks is experiencing nothing other than war.

Fortunately, the familiar stilted tones remain absent from the German debate. No longing for fate [Schicksalssehnsucht], no intellectual rolling of the drums for the "good comrades." During the Gulf War the rhetoric of the emergency situation, alongside incantations of stately pathos, dignity, tragedy, and manly maturity, were mobilized against a vocal peace movement. Not much remains of either. Here and there, still a bit of malice in reference to a subdued pacifism, or hard-
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